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Exclusive employment contracts and collusion on wages are alternative mech-
anisms that firms may use to extract surplus from highly productive workers
(“stars”). Exclusive employment contracts (i.e., “covenant not to compete”) are
common in many industries, but the Courts often refrain from enforcing them,
citing harm to workers due to restricted turnover. We analyze the interaction be-
tween these two channels of surplus extraction and argue that in the presence
of collusion, enforcement of exclusive contracts can, in fact, benefit the work-
ers: Although a strong enforcement of exclusivity restricts labor turnover, it can
also hinder the firms’ ability to sustain collusion in the labor market. We charac-
terize the optimal level of enforcement and find that both perfect enforcement
and no enforcement can be socially suboptimal. Moreover, a stronger enforce-
ment can improve matching efficiency by rendering collusion unsustainable
and may lead to a more equitable surplus distribution between the firms and
the workers. (JEL J4, K21, L42, L14, M5).

1. Introduction
It is often observed that the individual performance of a particular worker
(or a small group of workers) makes a disproportionately large impact on his
employers profitability. The importance of such highly talented workers, or
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“stars,” is well recognized in many industries, such as financial services, in-
formation technology, arts and entertainment, news media, professional team
sports, etc. (see, e.g.,Rosen 1981).

But talent is scarce. And even a talented worker needs substantial invest-
ments in human capital to reach his full potential. So, if a firm must invest
ex ante in young workers with star potential, the firm must also ensure that
it extracts the surplus generated by the worker if he becomes a star ex post.
Becker’s(1964) classic argument is that an extraction of surplus is not feasible
when all firms in the industry can compete to poach (or raid) a star worker—as
competition dissipates all rents, the initial employer loses his returns on in-
vestment and, consequently, the investment incentives are muted. In order to
circumvent this problem, the firms often adopt one of two policies: (a) implic-
itly committing to a “no poaching agreement” where all firms in the industry
promise not to poach each others’ star employees and (b) writing an exclusive
contract, or “covenant not to compete,” with the worker that (if enforced by the
Court) legally prohibits the worker from accepting employment at a rival firm.
The goal of our article is to highlight the interaction between these two chan-
nels of surplus extraction and to explore the extent to which the Court should
enforce such exclusive employment contracts.

Evidence of collusion among employers has been frequently documented
both by the popular press as well as in the Court records. For example, in the
1980s, several Major League Baseball teams in United States were alleged to
have colluded on their wage offers to the top players (Gius and Hylan 1996).
In the arts an entertainment industry, many of the big studios often bargain
with the workers collectively as the Alliance of Motion Picture and Television
Producers.1 And more recently, the US Department of Justice has opened an
investigation on whether the leading information technology firms in United
States, such as Google and Apple, among others have made naked agreements
not to hire each others’ employees.2

Exclusivity clauses in employment contracts are also extremely common
in many industries (seeBishara 2006; Garmaise 2009). However, legal schol-
ars have debated extensively on the efficacy of such contracts (Gilson 1999;
Bishara 2006). Indeed, different states in the United States have taken var-
ied positions regarding the legal enforcement of such exclusivity clauses (see
Malsberger 2004for a state-by-state survey). This debate has primarily
stemmed from the fact that the enforcement of exclusivity in employment con-
tracts must face a trade-off between labor mobility (i.e., efficient matching)
and human capital investment incentives (Posner et al. 2004;Bishara 2006).3

1. See, “Directors reach accord with Hollywood studios,” by Michael Cieply and Brooks
Barnes,New York Times, January 18, 2008.

2. See, “United States inquiry into hiring at high-tech companies,” by Miguel Helft,New York
Times,June 3, 2009.

3. In the R&D-intensive industries, such as Information Technology, the exclusivity employ-
ment clause may also work as a legal mechanism to protect trade secrecy (seeKräkel and Sliwka
2009).
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We contribute to this debate by highlighting a different trade-off associ-
ated with the exclusivity enforcement. We abstract away from the question of
investment incentives and focus on the alternative mechanisms—exclusive em-
ployment contracts and collusion on wages—that the firms may adopt to cap-
ture the surplus that is generated once their worker turns out to be a star.4 The
novel trade-off that we highlight is as follows: When the productivity of star
workers depends on the firm-specific matching, weak enforcement of the ex-
clusivity clause ensures efficient matching but can also make collusion easier
to sustain. In other words, although weak enforcement means that a worker is
“freed” more often, a free worker is less likely to benefit from a competitive
labor market; market collusion may still lead to inefficient turnover and lower
wage offers. The latter effect originates because weak enforcement of exclu-
sive contracts decreases the payoff of a colluding firm on the punishment path
(i.e., increases the punishment threat) should it deviate from the collusion.

We consider a model with two long-run firms, each of which hires a short-
run worker in every generation. The type of a worker is a priori unknown but is
revealed during the workers tenure. In each generation, exactly one of the two
firms finds its worker to be a star. A firm can offer an exclusive employment
contract that, if enforced by the Court, forbids the worker to switch employ-
ers in future. The firms may also collude by agreeing not to raid each other’s
workers. Both firms discount the future at the rateδ. We present three key re-
sults: First, we argue that the more likely the Court is to enforce an exclusivity
clause, the harder it is for the firms to collude in the labor market (i.e., the
minimumδ that sustains a “no-poaching” agreement between firms increases
with the intensity of enforcement). The intuition behind this finding is as fol-
lows. Note that the exclusive employment contracts and collusion between
firms in the labor market are substitute methods of appropriating the surplus
created by star employees. In the presence of collusion, exclusivity is often
immaterial because firms agree not to compete for (nonexclusive) stars in the
market. But if a firm deviates from the collusive agreement, both firms enter
into a punishment phase where both firms compete in wages to hire a (nonex-
clusive) star employee. In such a punishment phase, the exclusivity clause is
highly valuable to both firms because it is the only channel through which they
can extract the surplus created by the star employee. Hence, on the punishment
path, both firms will necessarily offer exclusive employment contracts to the
worker. Thus, a firm’s punishment payoff increases when the Court is more
likely to uphold the exclusivity clause (i.e., the firm is more likely to be able to

4. Consider the following example from the Portuguese soccer league (seeJornal a Bola,
March 22, 2007). In 2000, a soccer player, Zé Tó, started a legal process against his club, U.
Leiria challenging the no-compete contract that Leiria had with him for the season. The case was
eventually tried in the The Supreme Court of Portugal and in 2007 the Court subsequently declared
all such no-compete contracts null and void. Immediately after the verdict, all the major clubs from
the two major football leagues in Portugal met and publicly announced that they would not hire
any player that decided to unilaterally breach contract with his current club.
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retain the rents generated by a star employee even on the punishment path). As
the threat of future punishment decreases, collusion becomes harder to sustain.

Second, we characterize the socially optimal level of exclusivity enforce-
ment. We find that both the extreme views of perfect enforcement and no
enforcement can be socially suboptimal. Indeed, we obtain that the optimal
enforcement level is an intermediate one and that it increases with the firms’
level of reputation concerns (i.e., the discount factorδ). The intuition is sim-
ple. Because both exclusivity and collusion lower social surplus by restricting
efficient matching, the socially optimal level of enforcement is the minimum
level of enforcement that renders the collusion between the firms nonviable.

Finally, we argue that even when there is collusion among firms, a stronger
enforcement of exclusivity clause can make the workers better off. The intu-
ition is as follows. A stronger enforcement of the exclusivity clause has two
opposing effects on the workers’ expected wage. A strong enforcement makes
the collusion among firms harder to sustain. So, if the firms are to collude in
an environment of strict enforcement, they must leave a larger share of the
surplus to the “free” stars on the collusive path (otherwise, the temptation to
cheat becomes too strong, and the collusion cannot be sustained). This effect
increases the wage of a free star even when the firms are colluding. But under a
strong enforcement, stars are freed less often. Thus, the star’s initial employer
is more likely to expropriate the entire surplus created by the star. Depending
on the parameter values, the former effect may dominate the latter, making the
workers better off (ex ante). An important implication of this finding is that the
Courts’ oft-cited argument that enforcement of exclusivity clauses harms the
workers may be misguided.

1.1 Related Literature
This article relates closely to the literature on collusion and the literature on
exclusive employment contracts, and it attempts to bridge the two in a labor
market context.

Even though there is a vast literature on collusion among firms in the product
market (seeJacquemin and Slade 1989, for a survey, andAthey and Bagwell
2001, for more recent references), collusion in the labor market has received
relatively less attention in the literature. An important exception is the sports
industry, where several authors have studied the alleged collusion among the
Major League Baseball clubs in the 1980s (Gius and Hylan 1996; Vrooman
1996). In contrast, the exclusive employment contracts have been studied ex-
tensively both by legal scholars (Rubin and Shedd 1981; Gilson 1999; Posner
et al. 2004;Bishara 2006) and by labor economists (Burguet et al. 2002; Franco
and Mitchell 2005; Kräkel and Sliwka 2009).5 But the literature on exclu-
sive employment contracts has mostly focused on the role of such contracts in

5. The labor and the law literature on exclusive employment contracts is also closely related to
the exclusive contracts literature in antitrust (seePosner 1976; Aghion and Bolton 1987;Rasmusen
et al. 1991; Bernheim and Whinston 1998).
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fostering investments in human capital and its implications on labor mobility.
The impact of the no-compete covenants on the firms’ ability to collude has so
far been overlooked. In this article, we attempt to fill this gap.

An article that is closely related with our work is that ofBurguet et al.
(2002). Burguet et al. examine the role of the no-compete clause when the
firms compete for talented workers. They find that in the presence of com-
plete information, firms set high buy-out fees to constrain the stars’ mobility
in order to extract the maximum rent from a more efficient rival. Similar to the
literature on compensation damages for breach of contract (Aghion and Bolton
1987; Spier and Whinston 1995), exclusive rights help the worker–employer
coalition to capture a larger share of the surplus gains from turnover. Burguet
et al. study the link between the level of transparency about the worker’s ability
and the use on exclusive rights as a rent-extraction mechanism. In contrast, we
focus on the effects of the legal enforcement of the exclusivity clause on the
extent of collusion in the market for talent.

Also, the fact that exclusive contracts can affect collusion by influencing the
firms’ punishment payoff is also documented in the industrial organization lit-
erature (seeAllain et al. 2009).6 But, this literature assumes that the exclusive
contracts are always enforced (a natural assumption in the product market con-
text) and focus on the conditions under which exclusive contracts can hinder or
facilitate collusion. In contrast, in a labor market context, the extent of enforce-
ment of the exclusive contracts is under Court’s discretion, and we highlight
the trade-off between efficient matching and collusion that emerges with such
enforcement.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: The following section presents
the model and Section3 analyzes the interaction between the enforcement of
exclusive contracts and sustenance of collusion. In Section4, we discuss the
impact of exclusivity enforcement on social welfare and distribution of surplus
between the workers and the firms as well as across workers with varying pro-
ductivity levels. Section5 discusses some robustness issues related to our key
findings. The final section draws a conclusion.

2. The Model
Players.We consider an infinitely repeated game with two infinitely lived prin-
cipals (“firms”) F1 andF2, and a sequence of short-lived agents (“workers”)
who live for a “generation.” In every generationt, there are two agents and each

6. However, the primary focus of the exclusive contract literature in the antitrust context is
on the role of exclusivity in fostering relationship-specific investments by the contracting parties
(Segal and Whinston 2000; De Meza and Selvaggi 2007). In a related article,Nocke and White
(2007) investigate the role of vertical merger in fostering upstream collusion. In their model, the
role of vertical merger is somewhat similar to an exclusive contract with the downstream firm and
they argue that such vertical merger can hinder upstream collusion by increasing the punishment
payoff of the firms.
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generation has two periods.7 At the beginning of period 1, each firm hires
exactly one worker who is randomly chosen from the two. But in period 2,
a worker may switch from his initial employer to the rival firm. Without loss
of generality, in generationt, we denoteFi ’s hire in period 1 asAit , i ∈ {1,2}.

2.1 Stage Game
The stage game is defined as the game played between the two firms and each
generation of the workers (i.e.,A1t andA2t ). The stage game has two periods
and can be described in terms of its five key aspects:technology, contracts,
contract enforcement, competition for talent, and thepayoffs. We elaborate
below on each of these aspects.8

2.1.1 Technology. We assume that period 1 is the “training” period for a
young worker where no production takes place. We assume that in each gener-
ation, a firm can train at most one worker, ruling out the case where the firms
compete to hire all workers in a given generation at the beginning of period 1.9

Once a worker is trained, production takes place in the second period.10 The
productivity of a worker depends on his talent or “type.” While at the begin-
ning of period 1, both workers are a priori identical, a worker’s type is publicly
revealed at the beginning of period 2 (once his training is complete). Workers
are of two types: star and “regular.” In every generation, exactly one of the two
workers becomes a star. This specification has two implications: (a) star work-
ers are a scarce resource. In the labor market, there are more firms than star
workers available for hire and (b) because a firm chooses its worker randomly,
at the beginning of period 1, both firms are equally likely to employ the future
star.

7. We will denote the life span of a worker as a generation (indexed byt, t = 1,2, . . .) and a unit
length of time within a generation as a “period.”

8. In what follows, whenever the time dimension does not play any specific role, we will
suppress the time subscriptt for the clarity of exposition.

9. If firms can compete in period 1 to hire both workers, the young workers would earn the
entire surplus upfront in terms of the initial wage offer. Hence, the question of surplus extraction
by the firm through collusion and/or exclusive contracts becomes irrelevant. Note that the issue of
competition for young workers is essentially a question of bargaining power of the young workers.
Our assumption (that a firm can only train one worker in a given generation) ensures that in period
1, the entire bargaining power lies with the firm. However, this feature of the model is not necessary
for our findings. As we will discuss later in Section5.3, our findings continue to hold even if the
workers possess some bargaining power when contracting with firms in period 1.

10. We do not explicitly model the exact training process in order to stay focused on our key
trade-off between exclusive rights and sustenance of collusion. We simply assume that a young
worker must receive “on-the-job” training in period 1 to become a productive worker in period 2.
Also note that we call out the training phase of a young worker as a separate period only for the
sake of expositional clarity. Because no economic decisions are made in period 1, one can simply
collapse the time line for the stage game to one period and consider the training phase as the initial
subperiod. However, we break up the time line in two periods to convey the idea that a young
worker needs investments in human capital (though not explicitly modelled) at the beginning of
his career to achieve his star potential.
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In order to abstract from any potential moral hazard issue, we assume that
no effort is needed for the production to take place. The productivity of a regu-
lar worker is 0 in both firms. But the productivity of a star is a priori unknown
and depends on two factors: his innate qualityv and a firm-specific matching
factorm. We assume thatv∈ [v,v] and follows a continuous distribution func-
tion F(v). In every generation, at the beginning of period 2, the identity of the
star along with his productivity is publicly revealed. A star of qualityv pro-
duces a value ofv with his initial employer but producesv+m with the rival
firm, wherem= μ (>0) with probabilityα and−μ with probability 1−α. In
other words, a star is a better match with the rival firm with probabilityα but
is a better match with the initial employer with probability 1−α. The value
of m is publicly revealed. We assume thatv> μ, that is, even the lowest qual-
ity star always generates a strictly positive value regardless of the value of the
matching gainm.

2.1.2 Contracts. At the beginning of period 1,Fi (i ∈ {1,2}) publicly of-
fers Ait a take-it-or-leave-it employment contract. The contract offered byFi

is defined by a tuple(wi ,ei), wherewi denotes the worker’s wage to be paid
at the end of the generation, andei ∈ {nonexclusive, exclusive} represents the
absence or presence of an exclusivity clause that forbids employment with the
other firm during the worker’s life span.11

Assumption 1.The workers are liquidity constrained.

This assumption is natural and realistic in our context because it is virtu-
ally impossible for a young worker to borrow money in the market against his
unverifiable talent potential. This assumption rules out any up-front transfers
from a worker to the firm.12 Two important implications of this assumption are:
(a) contracted wagewi > 0 and (b) only a star worker can generate a (strictly)
positive surplus for his employer.

2.1.3 Contract Enforcement. At the end of period 1, the identity of the star
is publicly revealed. If the employment contract of the new star includes an ex-
clusionary clause, he may try to get around the exclusivity provision by legally
“repudiating” the contract. We assume that the star undertakes a costless legal
procedure to try to be released from his exclusivity clause. We assume that
even when the exclusive clause is not enforced, the firm is still contractually

11. Note that the contract specification does not allow for any “breakup” fee where an exclusive
worker may void the contract by paying damage fee to the firm. However, as we will discuss later
in Section5.2, the qualitative nature of our findings continues to hold even if such breakup fee is
allowed.

12. As we will elaborate in Section3.1, the key trade-off between exclusivity enforcement and
collusion disappears if the firms can extract the entire expected surplus from the worker through
an up-front payment.
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obliged to pay the initial wage offerwi if the worker stays with the firm.13 Let
p∈ [0,1] be the probability that an exclusionary clause will be enforced by the
Court of law. The enforcement probability is exogenous to the firm’s decision
as it depends, by and large, on the preexisting legal environment.14

2.1.4 Competition for Talent. If an exclusionary contract is enforced, a star
worker must stay with his current employer and earn the contracted wagewi .15

But if a star is nonexclusive, either because his employment contract does not
impose exclusivity or because the Court has voided the exclusivity clause, the
worker is free to switch employer. If a nonexclusive star is available in the
labor market, both firms can simultaneously make a take-it-or-leave-it offer,
or “bid,” for the star. We will denote the bid ofFi as bi (> 0). If a worker
Ait accepts the rival firm’s bid, he forgoes the contracted wagewi offered by
his initial employer. But if the worker stays with his initial employer, he earns
max{bi ,wi}. The worker chooses the firm that offers him the higher payoff. We
assume that when facing identical payoffs from the two firms, a worker always
leaves for the more efficient firm when the firms compete but stays with the
initial employer when the firms collude.16

2.1.5 Payoffs. We assume that both the firms and the workers are risk neu-
tral. The payoff ofFi in generationt, sayπit , depends on two issues: First,
whetherFi ’s period 1 hire,Ait , turns out to be the star or a regular worker and
second, whetherFi employs the star in period 2. Note thatFi can employ the
star in period 2 under three circumstances: (a)Ait is a regular worker butFi suc-
cessfully poaches the star from the rival firm, (b)Ait is an exclusive star, and
(c) Ait is a nonexclusive star (i.e., either the period 1 contract was nonexclusive

13. We use this specification for analytical simplicity. However, in some cases, the Court may
annul the entire contract when refusing the enforce the exclusivity clause. Our key findings con-
tinue to hold even under this setting.

14. Note that under this modeling specification, the legal process of repudiating the contract is
initiated by the star worker and the bidding takes place once the star is freed from his exclusive
contract. In reality, one may expect that the worker seeks to annul the exclusivity clause only when
he has an offer in hand from the raiders. But even in this setting, the key economic effects we high-
light in this article continue to hold. See the working paper version (Mukherjee and Vasconcelos
2010) for details.

15. This specification rules out any scope for a “transfer fee” where a raiding firm pays a
compensation to the initial employer for hiring away its employee. Note that in our environment,
the transfer fee is equivalent to a breakup fee that does not affect the key trade-off that we highlight
in this article. We will further elaborate on this issue later in Section5.1.

16. The assumption that the workers adopt different tie-breaking rules depending on whether
the firms collude or compete is made entirely for analytical simplification. This assumption can
be conceived as a limiting case of a scenario where the worker bears a job switching cost but
she switches to a more efficient employer if her payoffnetof the switching cost is the same with
both firms. If there is a small switching cost (relative to the matching gains), under competition, the
more efficient rival firm will outbid the inefficient initial employer. But under collusion, when both
firms bid the same wage, it is strictly optimal for the worker to stay with his initial employer. The
assumption above corresponds to the limiting case where the switching cost is arbitrarily small.
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or the Court declined to enforce the exclusivity clause) andFi successfully bids
for him. Given that only a star worker produces a positive revenue for the firm,
the firm’s payoff in each of these scenarios can be derived as follows:

πit =




−wit if Ait is regular andFi does not hire the star in period 2,
−wit +vt +mt −bit if Ait is regular andFi poaches the star in period 2,
vt −wit if Ait is an exclusive star,
vt −max{bit ,wit} if Ait is a nonexclusive star andFi retains the worker,
0 if Ait is a nonexclusive star and poached by the rival.

.

Finally, the payoff ofAit if he acceptsFi ’s contract offer in period 1, sayuit , is

uit =

{
wit if Ait is an exclusive worker in period 2,
max{b1t ,b2t ,wit} if Ait is a nonexclusive worker in period 2,

and 0 if he rejectsFi ’s contract.

Time line: The timing of the stage game is summarized as follows:

• Period 1.0:Fi makes a take-it-or-leave-it offer(wi ,ei) to Ait . If Ait rejects,
he gets his outside option zero. If at least one worker accepts his corre-
sponding employer’s offer, the game goes on to period 2. Otherwise, the
game ends, and all players earn 0.
• Period 2.0: The identity of the star, his productivity(v) and the matching

gain(m) are publicly revealed.
• Period 2.1: The star worker attempts to “repudiate” the exclusivity clause

in the initial contract, if any.
• Period 2.2: Exclusive worker stays with his initial employer. A free worker

may receive take-it-or-leave-it offersb1 andb2 from both firms and leaves
for the highest bidder.
• End of period 2: Production takes place, wages (wi and/orbi) paid, and

the game ends.

2.2 Repeated Game
The repeated game is simply the stage game repeated in every generation. We
assume that both firms have a common discount factor ofδ ∈ (0,1) per gener-
ation. So, the lifetime payoff ofFi isΠi = ∑∞

t=0δ
tπit . Neither the firms nor the

workers discount their payoffs across periods within a given generation.

2.2.1 Strategies and Equilibrium. We will focus on pure strategies for their
analytical simplicity. The strategy of firmFi has two components. Depending
on the history of the game, in every generation,Fi decides (a) the contract
(wi ,ei) offered toAit and (b) the bidbi if there is a free star employee in period
2. In contrast, the strategy ofAit has three components: (a) whether to accept or
rejectFi ’s offer in period 1, (b) whether to attempt to repudiate the exclusivity
clause (if any) at the end of period 1, and (c) which firm’s bid to accept at the
beginning of period 2 (if there are any bids).
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Because we are primarily interested in the “collusive” equilibrium outcomes
that permit firms to appropriate the surplus created by stars, we use Subgame
Perfect Nash Equilibrium in trigger strategies as a solution concept. In the
subgame, following a defection from the collusion, the firms revert back to the
(static) Bertrand–Nash equilibrium of the one-shot game.

Given the above description of the model, we now highlight how the en-
forcement of the exclusivity clause affects the sustenance of collusion among
the firms.

3. Enforcement of Exclusivity and Sustenance of Collusion
In this section, we explore the relationship between the level of enforcement
of exclusive employment contracts and the firms’ ability to sustain collusion in
the labor market. The first step toward exploring this relationship is to charac-
terize the solution to the stage game played between the firms and the workers
in a given generation.

3.1 Optimal Contract in a Stage Game
The stage game has a unique equilibrium where both firms offer exclusive con-
tracts with an initial wagewi = 0. In what follows, we present the argument
in two steps. We will first argue that under both optimal exclusive and optimal
nonexclusive contracts, the initial wage is 0. Then, we will compare the firms’
payoffs from the optimal exclusive contract and the optimal nonexclusive con-
tract to show that the former always dominates.

It is clear from direct inspection of firm’s payoff function,πit , that it is al-
ways nonincreasing (and strictly decreasing in some cases) in the initially con-
tracted wagewi . Thus, a firm can benefit from a highwi offer only if it helps the
firm to keep a star worker in period 2 as firms compete in wages to hire the star.

Now, supposeF1’s hire,A1, becomes a star. WhenA1 (i.e., the star worker)
is free in the market and is a better match withF1 (i.e.,m=−μ) in equilibrium
both firms bidv−μ. So, the star remains withF1, andF1 earnsv− (v−μ) = μ
from retaining the star.17 So, the only case in whichF1 is unable to retain a star
worker in the bidding game is when the star is free in the market and the star
is a better match with the rival firmF2 (i.e., if m= μ). But in this case,F2 can
bid v and profitably raid the star. So, ifF1 attempts to setw1 high enough to
ensure no turnover, thenF1 needs to setw1 > v. But with such a wage,F1

is better off by letting the worker leave. Thus, irrespective of the presence or

17. It is worth noting that there is a continuum of equilibria in the bidding subgame where both
firms place identical bidsb, andb can be any value between the highest and the lowest valuation of
the star in the two firms (e.g., when the initial employer is a better match, any value ofb between
v−μ andv can be sustained as an equilibrium of the bidding game). However, it is more natural to
consider the equilibrium where no firm submits a bid that is higher than its valuation for the star.
Such an equilibrium is “trembling hand perfect” in the sense that if there is a small probability that
the worker may mistakenly accept the inefficient firm’s bid, then the firm is strictly better off by
not placing a bid that is higher than its valuation for the star. Such an equilibrium also satisfies the
“market-Nash” refinement ofWaldman(1984).
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absence of the exclusivity clause, the firm is better off by settingwi = 0. Next,
we argue that an exclusive contract (withwi = 0) is optimal for firms. Before
proceeding, note that if the worker is of regular type, the firm’s payoff from
the worker is zero irrespective of whether the contract includes an exclusivity
clause or not. So, to evaluate the optimality of an exclusive contract, we can
focus on a firm’s payoff when its first period hire becomes the star.

Consider first the payoff of an exclusive contract. SupposeF1 offers an ex-
clusive contract with zero wage to workerA1 in period 1 and thatA1 becomes
a star with productivityv. If exclusivity is enforced, which occurs with prob-
ability p, F1 retains the star and earnsv on him. In contrast, if exclusivity is
not enforced, then both firms compete in wages. The equilibrium bids must be
equal to the star’s value at the firm where he is least productive. If the star is
a better match withF1 (i.e., m= −μ), which occurs with probability(1−α),
both firms bidb1 = b2 = v−μ, and the star remains withF1 whose profit is
v− (v−μ) = μ. But if the star is a better match with the rival firmF2 (i.e., if
m= μ), which occurs with probabilityα, then there is turnover. Both firms bid
b1= b2= v for the star and the star joins the more efficient firmF2. F1’s payoff
in this case is zero. Thus,F1’s payoff from a star worker with productivityv
under the contract{w1= 0, exclusive} is πe

1(v) = pv+(1− p)(1−α)μ.
What is the payoff from a nonexclusive contract? This is equivalent to the

payoff from an exclusive contract where the probability of contract enforce-
ment is zero. Thus, the payoff from a nonexclusive star with productivityv is
πne

1 (v) = (1−α)μ. BecauesE(v) > μ, Eπe
1(v) > Eπ

ne
1 (v). Hence, the opti-

mal contract in the stage game is an exclusive contract with wagew1 = 0. As
firms are ex ante symmetric, in equilibrium, both firms offer contract{wi = 0,
exclusive} and earnEπe

1(v) on a star worker. Moreover, the payoff ofFi in case
Ai becomes a regular worker is(1− p)αμ (i.e., only the expected payoff from
successfully raidingF2’s star worker). Thus, the expected payoff of a firmFi in
equilibrium is

πe
∗ =

1
2
Eπe

i (v)+
1
2
(1− p)αμ=

1
2
[pE(v)+(1− p)μ]. (1)

Two issues are important to note in this context. First, in our model, the
firms do not incur any additional cost of writing exclusive contracts due to the
liquidity constraint on the workers.18 More importantly, the trade-off between

18. To see this, note that the liquidity constraint implies thatFi must leave
rents to the worker. Indeed, in the second period, a worker is expected to earn
1
2(1−p)(v−(1−α)μ) under the optimal exclusive contract and1

2(v−(1−α)μ) under the optimal
nonexclusive contract. Thus, if there were no liquidity constraints on the worker, the firm could
extract an up-front payment of1

2(1− p)(v−(1−α)μ)while offering exclusive contracts and, even
a larger amount,12(v− (1−α)μ) while offering contracts with no exclusivity clause. This means
that in the absence of liquidity constraints on the worker, there is a cost of eliciting exclusivity
from a worker, that is equal to12 p(v− (1−α)μ), which is precisely the difference between the
up-front payments the firm could charge under unexclusivity and nonexclusivity. However, the
liquidity constraint on the worker mutes this effect by ruling out any up-front payments.
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exclusivity enforcement and collusion is relevantonly when the firms cannot
extract the value of a worker up front. If up-front payments from the work-
ers at the contracting stage are feasible, the firms can appropriate the expected
surplus through a suitable (signing-up) fee. Therefore, neither collusion nor
exclusive contracts are necessary to extract surplus. As the gains from collu-
sion evaporate, exclusivity no longer plays any role on the firms’ ability to
sustain collusion. Note that this is why the liquidity constraint assumption is
important in our model. The firms cannot impose a sign-up fee to extract sur-
plus up front precisely because the liquidity constraints are binding for the
workers.

Second, the equilibrium in the static game is informative about the role of
exclusivity enforcement in the absence of employer collusion. In an environ-
ment, where employer collusion is exogenously infeasible, the equilibrium in
the repeated game is one where the stage game equilibrium is repeated in every
period. So, in such an environment, the degree of enforcement of the noncom-
pete clause has no impact on the nature of the equilibrium—that is, the firms
continue to offer exclusive contracts with zero wage. Moreover, the question
of optimal enforcement becomes straightforward: The Court should never en-
force such a contract because enforcement necessarily reduces total surplus
as it thwarts efficient turnover without generating any surplus enhancing ef-
fect. As we will see below, in our model, the surplus enhancing effect of such
contract enforcement stems from the fact that it can break up employers’ col-
lusion. Thus, in an environment with no collusion, the benefit of enforcing an
exclusive contract disappears. In such as setting, the enforcement of exclusiv-
ity merely increases the share the surplus retained by the firms. But, if one
considers a richer model where the firms’ incentives for investments in human
capital is explicitly considered, it might be optimal to enforce exclusive con-
tracts with a positive probability even in absence of employers’ collusion so
as to protect the firms’ investment incentives. We will further elaborate on this
issue at the end of this section.

3.2 Collusive Equilibrium in the Infinitely Repeated Game
Having characterized the optimal contract in the static game, we now investi-
gate the repeated game where the two firms may tacitly agree not to compete
for a free star in the labor market. More specifically, we look at collusive equi-
libria whereF1 refrains from poaching a free star who was initially hired byF2,
and vice versa. We call this equilibria no-poaching (collusive) equilibria. Tech-
nically, in a no-poaching equilibrium, firms implicitly agree on a wage—the
collusive wage—to be paid to a free star. So, a firm may still make a job of-
fer to a free star who was initially hired by the rival, but the wage in such an
offer will never exceed the collusive wage and therefore will be insufficient to
attract the star. A deviation occurs if a firm offers a wage that exceeds the col-
lusive wage, attracting the star initially hired by the rival firm. In what follows,
we will also analyze the “optimal” no-poaching collusive equilibrium of this
game from the firms’ perspective. That is, we will analyze the no-poaching
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collusive equilibrium that is associated with the lowest sustainable collusive
wage offered to a free star.19

First, consider the punishment payoff of the firm—that is, the firm’s payoff if
it deviates from the collusion. Under trigger strategies, following any deviation
both firms revert back to playing the static Nash equilibrium of the stage game
in every generation. Thus, from equation (1), one obtains that the continuation
value of a firm when they play the static Nash equilibrium in every generation
is (recall thatwi = 0 in the stage game equilibrium):

Π̃=
δ

1−δ
πe
∗ =

δ

1−δ
1
2
[pEv+(1− p)μ]. (2)

Note thatΠ̃ is increasing inp. That is, a stronger enforcement of the exclu-
sivity clause increases the payoff of the firm on the punishment path. As we
will see below, this effect will have an important implication for the sustenance
of the collusion.

Next, we analyze the payoff of the firm on the collusive path of the opti-
mal no-poaching equilibrium. Here, the heterogeneity in a star’s productivity
introduces an important issue. When the star’s productivity varies across gen-
erations, so do a colluding firm’s gains from deviation. Therefore, if the firms
attempt to collude on a uniform collusive wage regardless of the quality of the
star, such a collusion may not be sustainable. But instead, the firms can attempt
to collude on a wage schedulewC(v) that varies with the quality of the star.20

Such a wage schedule can ensure that the firms’ gains from deviation do not
vary with the star’s quality, and consequently, can facilitate collusion. We will
elaborate on the derivation of the equilibriumwC(v) shortly.

In order to analyze the optimal no-poaching equilibrium, we need to compare
the firms’ payoff from the optimal no-poaching equilibriumwith andwithout
the exclusivity clause. First, consider the case where the firms offer exclusive
contracts on the collusive path. Similar to the case of static game, under the
optimal exclusive contract the firms offer zero wages when hiring each gen-
eration of workers in period 1. In period 2, under collusion, the firms refrain
from competing for the star and both firms bid a collusive wagewC(v). As a
consequence, the star always stays with his initial employer. Now, suppose in
a given generation,F1’s hire turns out to be a star with qualityv. The payoff of

19. We use the term optimal to qualify the equilibrium from the point of view of the colluding
firms (and not in the sense of “social optimal”). Also note that by analyzing only the no-poaching
equilibria, we focus on a specific class of collusive equilibria. In Section5.1, we discuss the impli-
cations for the analysis of considering other types of collusive equilibria, in particular, equilibria
that allow for implicit agreements to reallocate stars between the firms.

20. Two issues are important to note in regard to this formulation. First, as we will see below,
in equilibrium,wC also depends on the other parameters of the model,p, μ, andδ. However, for
expositional clarity, we will suppress these arguments ofwC function except in cases where they
are directly relevant for the discussion. Second, one may also consider a more general formula-
tion where the firms collude on wages that not only depend onv but also depend on the realized
matching gainm. As we discuss in the working paper version (Mukherjee and Vasconcelos 2010),
the qualitative nature of our results continues to hold even under this general formulation. In this
section, we abstract away from this general formulation for expositional clarity.
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F1 in this generation ispv+(1− p)[v−wC(v)] and the payoff of the rival firm
F2 is 0. As in every generation, both firms are equally likely to hire the future
star, the continuation payoff of the two firms in a collusive equilibrium is

Π̃C=
δ

1−δ
1
2
E[v− (1− p)wC(v)]. (3)

Now, for a given wage schedulewC(v), collusion is sustained if a firm’s
continuation payoff in equilibrium is at least as large as its payoff from the
most profitable deviation. For any givenv, the maximum immediate gains from
deviation occur when the star is a better match with the rival firm, that is, when
m= μ. In that case, the rival firm gainsv+μ−wC(v) when it deviates from
the collusive path by making a take-it-or-leave-it offer that outbids the initial
employer by a penny. So, a collusive wage schedulewC(v) is sustainable in
equilibrium if and only ifΠ̃C> [v+μ−wC(v)]+ Π̃ for all v; that is,

δ

1−δ
1
2
(1− p)E[v−μ−wC(v)]> sup

v
[v+μ−wC(v)]. (4)

Thus, for a givenδ, when the firms use exclusive contracts, collusion can be
sustained if there exists a wage schedulewC(v) that satisfies the above condi-
tion. Because we are interested in the optimal no-poaching equilibrium,wC(v)
is simply the minimum wage the firms must bid for a free star of qualityv such
that the condition equation (4) is satisfied.

The analysis for the case where the firms do not use exclusive contracts on
the collusive path is similar. In this case, the firms’ payoff on the collusive
path isδE[v−wC(v)]/2(1− δ), and a collusive outcome can be sustained as
long as there exists awC(v) schedule that satisfies the following “no deviation”
constraint:
δ

1−δ
1
2
E[(1− p)(v−μ)−wC(v)]> sup

v
[v+μ−wC(v)]. (5)

Note that for a givenwC(v), a firm’s payoff on the collusive path in the ab-
sence of any exclusive contract is less than its payoff when exclusive contracts
are offered. Moreover, a given collusive wage schedulewC is easier to sustain
when firms use exclusive contracts on the collusive path (i.e., the condition (4)
is weaker than the condition (5)).

The following proposition suggests that the firms can collude in equilibrium
as long asδ is sufficiently large, and the firms will always prefer to write
exclusive contracts even on the collusive path.

Proposition 1.Given p ∈ [0,1), there exists a value ofδ, say δ̃(p), such
that a no-poaching equilibrium exists if and only ifδ> δ̃(p). Moreover, in the
optimal no-poaching equilibrium, in every generation, in period 1, the firms
offer an exclusive contract with zero wage; and in period 2, firms bid ˜wC(v)
for a free star of productivityv, where

w̃C(v) =

{
0 if v< v∗,
v−v∗ if v> v∗,
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andv∗ ∈ (v,v] depends on the density functionF (for v) and the parameters
p,μ, andδ.

Proposition 2.The cutoff valuẽδ(p) is increasing inp.

Propositions 1 and 2 have several important implications. First, they cap-
ture the key trade-off between exclusivity enforcement and collusion: As the
probability of enforcement (p) increases, collusion becomes harder to sustain.
The intuition behind this finding is as follows. Here, an increase inp has two
effects. As discussed earlier, an increase inp increases a firm’s punishment
payoff. Thus, firms need to be more patient in order to sustain a collusion.
But, there is also a countervailing effect. The level of enforcement (p) also in-
creases the firms’ payoffs on the collusive path, and collusion becomes easier
to sustain. However, the former effect dominates because the marginal effect
of enforcement on the firms’ payoffs is higher in the punishment phase than
under collusion. Under the punishment phase, the firms have to pay the free
stars their competitive wage whenever the exclusivity is not enforced. But un-
der collusion, the firms have to pay the collusive wagewC(v)(<v−μ) only if
the exclusivity clause is not enforced. Thus, the marginal impact ofp on the
punishment payoff is higher than its impact on collusive payoff.

Second, even under collusion, a free star may get to keep a share of the sur-
plus. Note that in the optimal no-poaching equilibrium, a free star below a pro-
ductivity threshold earns 0, but above this productivity threshold, the collusive
wagew̃C(v) is positive and increasing in the star’s productivity. The intuition
behind this finding is simple. As discussed before, the gains from deviation in-
crease with the quality of the star. If firms attempt to collude on a fixed wage,
firms may honor this agreement when the star is of low productivity, but they
may be tempted to renege when the star is of high productivity (because there
is more to be gained by deviating). One way to get around this problem is to
set the fixed wage high enough so that even for the highest productivity star,
a deviation is unprofitable. But such an agreement might be unprofitable for
the firm at the first place because it leaves too much surplus with the worker
and too little for the colluding firms. Instead, the firms are better off by collud-
ing on a wage schedule that is (weakly) increasing in the productivity of the
star. By doing so, the firms ensure that the gains from deviation do not become
too large even when the star is of the highest quality. Consequently, collusion
becomes easier to sustain.21 The collusive wage schedule also has important
implications for the surplus allocation between the worker and the firms. We
will revisit this issue in the following section.

Finally, Proposition 1 also indicates why a firm would always prefer to write
an exclusive contract. As discussed above, even the colluding firms must leave
a share of the total surplus with a free star. So, if exclusivity is enforced, the ini-
tial employer of the star appropriates an additional surplus ˜wC(v) that would
have gone to the worker in the absence of exclusivity. Thus, as long as the

21. This observation is reminiscent ofRotemberg and Saloner(1986) who discuss a result in
similar spirit in the context of price fixing in the product markets.
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probability of enforcement is positive, firms are ex ante strictly better off by
offering exclusive contracts even on the collusive path. Clearly, this observa-
tion holds even if there is a transaction cost of writing exclusive contracts, as
long as such a cost is not too large.

We conclude this section by revisiting the issue of human capital investment
by the firms in their workers. How would our analysis change if we consider
that firms can invest in workers during period 1 and that investment affects the
worker’s productivity in period 2 in the event he becomes a star? Two issues are
worth noting here. First, in the absence of collusion, the higher is the enforce-
ment level of exclusivity, the higher is a firm’s investment in the worker. This
result, which follows directly from Segal and Whinston (2000), stems from the
fact that with higher enforcement of exclusivity, the firms are more protected
from competition for their workers, appropriate more of the surplus that the
workers generate, and therefore appropriate more of the marginal gains from
the investments. In other words, noncompete clause can increase the firms’
investment incentives by alleviating potential hold-up threats. Second, for the
same level of enforcement, firms invest more under collusion than in the ab-
sence of it. This is because, similar to case of higher enforcement of exclu-
sivity, when firms collude in the labor market, they appropriate more of the
surplus generated by the workers than when they compete.

4. Implications for Welfare and Distribution of Surplus
4.1 Welfare Implications and Optimal Enforcement

The enforcement of exclusivity has important welfare implications. In what
follows, we take the “joint surplus” per generation, sayS, that the two firms
and the two workers together produce in a given generation as our measure of
social welfare. In any generation, the joint surplus is maximized when the star
worker works for the firm where he is a better match. Note that both collusion
and exclusive contracts reduce the joint surplus by restricting efficient turnover.
Consequently, a high rate of exclusivity enforcement affects the social welfare
in two opposing ways: (a) it directly restricts turnover because a star is less
likely to be able to free himself from the exclusivity clause and (b) it indirectly
facilitates the turnover of a free star by hindering collusion in the labor market.

The socially optimal level of enforcement is the one that maximizes the joint
surplus by balancing the trade-off between restricting turnover and hindering
collusion. The following proposition further elaborates on this issue.

Proposition 3.The joint surplus per generation (S) as a function of the
likelihood of exclusivity enforcement (p) is given as follows: forδ < δ̃(0),
S= Ev+(1− p)αμ, and forδ> δ̃(0),

S=

{
Ev if p< p̃
Ev+(1− p)αμ if p> p̃,

where the cutoff value ˜p increases withδ and decreases withμ.

Recall that forδ < δ̃(0), collusion is not feasible regardless of the level of
exclusivity enforcement. Thus, there is always efficient turnover for a free star,
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and a higherp only reduces the probability that a worker would be able to
void his exclusivity clause and switch to the better matched employer. Con-
sequently, the joint surplus is maximized when the Court never enforces an
exclusive contract. But ifδ > δ̃(0), the level of exclusivity enforcement does
affect the firms’ ability to sustain collusion. For values ofp below a thresh-
old, say p̃, collusion is sustainable, and the joint surplus is at its lowest. But
collusion breaks down oncep crosses this threshold, and a free star can move
to the rival firm whenever he is more productive with the rival. Thus, the joint
surplus increases. However, ifp is above the threshold ˜p, a further increase
in p has no additional effect on collusion and merely reduces the likelihood
that a star would be able to repudiate his exclusivity clause. As a result,p only
restricts turnover and the joint surplus starts to decrease withp. Thus, the opti-
mal enforcement is the minimum enforcement level that renders any collusion
infeasible (i.e., ˜p).

Furthermore, note that the higher isδ the easier it is for the firms to sustain
a collusion (for a givenp). Thus, whenδ is high, a stronger enforcement of ex-
clusive contracts is necessary to break up collusion. In contrast, asμ increases
so does the foregone matching gains under collusion. Thus, collusion becomes
harder to sustain and, therefore, even a weaker enforcement of exclusivity can
make collusion infeasible. So, the minimump that breaks up a collusion(p̃)
increases withδ but decreases withμ.

The discussion above is summarized in the corollary to Proposition 3 as
given below.

Corollary 1. Forδ< δ̃(0), it is socially optimal not to enforce the exclusive
contracts. Otherwise, the optimal enforcement is the minimum enforcement
level that renders any collusion infeasible. Moreover, the optimal enforcement
level increases withδ and decreases withμ.

How could the Court implement the optimal policy? Note that the probabil-
ity of enforcement (p) can be interpreted as the share of the star’s value that
the initial employer expects to retain by offering an exclusivity clause. So, an
intermediate value ofp reflects the case where the Court allows the firm to re-
tain only a faction of the star’s value through the use of the exclusive contracts.
Corollary 1 suggests that ifδ is low enough, the Court should not enforce any
exclusive contract. Otherwise, the Court should choose a level of enforcement
(p) that balances the matching gains from turnover with the risk of facilitating
labor market collusion. The Court can implement such an intermediate value of
p by requiring the employer to offer some specific considerations to the worker
in exchange of the exclusivity provision. A smallerp represents a more gener-
ous consideration; for example, the Court may enforce the exclusivity clause
only if it is effective over a short time span or in a narrow geographical area.22

22. SeeGarmaise(2009) andMalsberger(2004) for a discussion on how different states of
United States have adopted different standard on what constitutes a reasonable consideration that
the employer must offer to the workers in exchange of an exclusive agreement.
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4.2 Implications for Allocation of Surplus
Another question related to the issue of optimal exclusivity enforcement is the
following: how does the enforcement of exclusivity affect the allocation of sur-
plus between the star worker and the two firms? As Proposition 1 highlights,
in the presence of firm-specific matching gains and heterogeneity among the
stars’ productivity, the firms may not be able to retain the entire surplus pro-
duced by a free star. The allocation of surplus depends on the stars’ equilib-
rium wages along the (optimal) no-poaching equilibrium. Therefore, in order
to investigate the role of exclusivity enforcement on surplus allocation, we first
need to study the impact ofp on the collusive wage schedulewC. In what fol-
lows, we denote thewC function aswC(v; p), and the associated productivity
cutoff level asv∗(p) in order to explicitly recognize their dependence onp.

Proposition 4.The wage schedule associated with the optimal no-poaching
equilibrium,wC(v; p), is increasing inp andv∗(p) is decreasing inp.

Proposition 4 suggests that a star’s wage (under collusion) increases as ex-
clusivity is more tightly enforced by the Court.23 The argument is as follows.
When the level of enforcement of exclusive contracts increases, the future pun-
ishments on the deviants become less severe. Thus, collusion becomes more
difficult to sustain. In order to sustain optimal collusive equilibria, firms must
therefore permit high-ability stars to earn higher wages and content themselves
with lower profits. In that way, neither firm finds it profitable to deviate from
the agreement.

Proposition 4 also allows us to explore what happens to the expected dis-
counted payoffs to stars and the firms as the probability of enforcement changes.
That free stars of relatively high ability earn higher equilibrium wages whenp
goes up implies that they may actually gain from tighter enforcement of exclu-
sivity clauses. The flip side, of course, is that the stars are less likely to become
free. The following proposition summarizes our finding.

Proposition 5.Consider the optimal no-poaching equilibrium. As the proba-
bility of enforcement increases fromp0 to p1, the payoff to all workers withv∈
[v,v∗(p1)] remains the same, but the payoff to all workers withv∈ (v∗(p1),v]
changes in the following fashion: Either all workers withv ∈ (v∗(p1),v] are
better off or there exists̃v∈ (v∗(p1),v] such that all workers withv∈ (v∗(p1), ṽ)
are better off, whereas all workers withv∈ (ṽ,v] are worse off. Moreover, the
firms’ expected payoff may decrease asp increases.

There are two important implications of Proposition 5: First, our finding
is contrary to the commonly held view that exclusivity enforcement harms
the workers and favors the employers. We argue that when collusion among

23. In fact, as shown in the Proof of Proposition 4,wC strictly increases inp for v> v∗, andv∗

strictly decreases inp as long asv∗ ∈ (v,v).
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firms is a concern, exactly the opposite can be true. Second, the changes in the
enforcement level need not have the same impact on the well-being of all stars.
A shift in the legal environment toward stricter exclusivity enforcement may
induce a redistribution of expected surplus from top stars to stars of relatively
low ability.

The intuition behind this finding is as follows: Whenp rises, there are two
opposite forces at work: (a) a larger fraction of the surplus created in the mar-
ket accrues to the colluding firms because the stars are freed less often and
(b) collusion is harder to sustain; it leads to a (weakly) higher collusive wage
schedulewC and lower expected profits for the colluding firms. The interac-
tion between these two effects ultimately determines whether the firms and
the star workers lose or gain from a change in the enforcement level. For ex-
ample, consider a relatively low value ofv such that the collusive wage of a
free star,wC(v), is low. In such a scenario, asp increases, the marginal loss
from the decreasing likelihood of becoming free is low (which is simply equal
to wC(v)), and therefore, the second effect of increased collusive wage may
dominate. Consequently, the stars are better off when the enforcement likeli-
hood increases. In contrast, whenv is high, the colluding firms need to offer
premium wage to the free stars. Therefore, the marginal loss from being free
in the market less often is high. This loss may be large enough to offset any
marginal gains from the increase in the collusive wage. In this case, the first ef-
fect dominates, and the star workers are worse off in a heightened enforcement
regime.

5. Discussion
The model we have used above offers some important insights on the optimal
enforcement of exclusivity clauses and its welfare implications. Nevertheless,
our model abstracts away from several issues that are not only interesting from
a technical point of view but may also be empirically relevant. This section
discusses the implications of some of these issues on our findings.

5.1 Pareto Improving Reallocation of Star Workers
Recall that in our model, under both collusion and no-compete clause, a star
worker stays with his initial employer even if he is better matched with the
potential raider. However, one might assume that a firm may actually prefer
to have turnover when turnover is jointly profitable for the firm and the raider.
For example, if the star is more productive with the raider, the firm may let the
worker leave for the raider but charge a transfer fee from the raiding firm. If the
star is under a no-complete contract, such transfer fee can be a part of the con-
tract renegotiation. And under collusion, the better matched firm may “poach”
the star by outbidding the initial employer and compensate the employer by
offering a side payment. More generally, under collusion the firms may agree
on a more sophisticated bidding behavior where, heuristically speaking, the
more productive firm always bids the collusive wage plus a penny to lure
away the star. If firms are symmetric (i.e., in every generation, both firms
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are equally likely to be the better matched firm for the star) both firms earn
more profit under this type of collusion as they retain the gains from efficient
turnover.

One might be interested to know whether the findings of this article ex-
tend to such an environment. Indeed, the qualitative nature of all our findings,
except those on efficiency, continues to hold. Analogous to our discussion
in Section3.2, even with transfer payments and/or collusion with efficient
turnover a stronger enforcement of no-compete clause continues to increase
a firm’s punishment payoff more than it increases the firm’s equilibrium pay-
off. So, a strong enforcement makes collusion harder to sustain. By the same
token, a stronger enforcement may still shift the distribution of surplus in favor
of the workers. But note that if we allow for a renegotiation of the no-compete
contract (between the two firms), the allocation of the star worker will always
be efficient. Consequently, the enforcement of exclusive contracts will not af-
fect the aggregate social surplus and the question of optimal enforcement is
no longer relevant in such a setting. Similarly, if turnover is efficient even un-
der collusion, collusion does not lead to any loss of surplus. Thus, in such an
environment, it is optimal not to enforce exclusivity—an enforcement does not
improve efficiency under collusion but merely restricts turnover.

However, it is important to note that in reality, both contract renegotiation
and collusion with efficient turnover have their own sets of implementation
problems. For example, an efficient renegotiation need not take place if the
size of the matching gains is not publicly known. Also the firms may not form
a collusion with side payments because the payment trails may make the col-
lusion vulnerable to antitrust scrutiny. More importantly, in absence of side
payments, a collusive agreement that allows for efficient turnover is harder to
sustain if the firms are asymmetric; that is, when some firms are consistently
more likely to be a better match for the star (i.e., more efficient). Thus, one
may expect the efficiency issues to continue to play an important role in deter-
mining the optimal enforcement (of a no-compete contract) in a broad range
of labor market environments.

5.2 Exclusive Employment Contracts with Breakup Fee
In the presence of firm-specific matching gains, the firms may prefer to offer a
contract that allows the worker to switch jobs after paying a breakup fee rather
than an exclusive contract that outright prohibits job switching (see Aghion
and Bolton 1987 for a similar argument in a product market context). What
happens if such breakup fees are allowed?

The qualitative nature of our results continue to hold even if we allow for
such breakup fee. The intuition is as follows: Suppose that a contract is speci-
fied as (w,P), where, as before,w is the initial wage offer to be paid at the end
of the second period, andP is a breakup fee/penalty that the worker has to pay
to the initial employer if she decides to join the rival firm at the beginning of
period 2. As before, under collusion, the firms agree not to hire each other’s
stars and offer collusive wagewC(v) (both when the contract is enforced and
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when it is not). Note that under contracts with breakup provision, the punish-
ment payoff of the firms will be higher (compared to the case of pure exclusive
contracts) because the firms will be able to capture some of the matching gains.
So, under this class of contracts, for a given level of contract enforcement, col-
lusion is harder to sustain. However, the firms’ punishment payoff continues
to increase in the level of enforcement, which implies that the stronger is the
enforcement, the harder it is to sustain collusion. Because collusion erodes
matching efficiency, the optimal enforcement is the minimum level of enforce-
ment that makes collusion infeasible. Moreover, because collusion is harder to
sustain whenp increases, the optimal collusive wagewC(v) is increasing inp.
Consequently, a stronger enforcement may ensure a higher share of the surplus
for the workers.

An important issue to note is that when exclusive contracts allow for breakup
(with penalty), the efficiency implications for collusion and full enforcement of
exclusive contracts are no longer the same. Collusion necessarily destroys all
matching gains that could have been obtained from efficient turnover, whereas
full enforcement of contracts with breakup fee does leave room for efficient
turnover. But, in general, with full enforcement there will be some matching
inefficiency because in the presence of a breakup fee, it may not be optimal
for a star with lower productivity (i.e., lowv) to switch jobs even when she is
more productive with the rival firm.

5.3 Workers’ Bargaining Power in Period 1
We have assumed that the firm has the entire bargaining power with the worker
in period 1 of every generation. However, this assumption is not essential for
our findings. To see this, consider the following modification to the model:
Suppose that the firm can extract (subject to the worker’s liquidity constraint)
at most a fixed shareλ (61) of the value generated by the coalition of the firm
and its (young) worker, whereas the rest (i.e., 1−λ) is earned by the worker.
We argue that the key economic effects we highlight in this article continue
to hold even if the worker has considerable bargaining power as long as the
collusion is sustainable.

As before, first consider the stage game. The value generated by the coalition
of the firm and its young worker (under the exclusive contract withwi = 0) is
1
2Ev.24 Now, recall that in the stage game, the firm’s expected payoff from its
period 1 worker (also under the exclusive contract withwi = 0 ) is 1

2[pEv+
(1− p)(1−α)μ]. So, as long asλ is large enough so that

λ
1
2
Ev>

1
2
[pEv+(1− p)(1−α)μ], (6)

24. This value is the difference between their joint payoff if they start an employment relation-
ship in period 1 and their joint payoff if they do not (i.e., their disagreement payoff). Note that
although the worker’s disagreement payoff is 0 (worker’s outside option), the firm’s disagreement
payoff includes the possibility that the firm maybe able to raid a star worker in period 2 from its
rival.
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one obtains the same stage game payoff as in our original model. When equa-
tion (6) holds, the worker’s liquidity constraint is binding and the firm is able
to appropriate only12[pEv+(1− p)(1−α)μ] amount out of the total surplus
generated by employing the worker. Therefore, in this case, the worker’s bar-
gaining power makes no difference to the analysis because the worker’s liquid-
ity constraint already ensures that the worker gets to keep a share of the value.
Hence, the firm’s stage game payoff is the same as given in equation (1) above
(i.e., 1

2[pEv+(1− p)μ]). In contrast, ifλ is low enough so that equation (6)
does not hold, the firm’s payoff isλ1

2Ev+ 1
2(1− p)αμ.

Next, consider the payoffs on the collusive path. The value generated by the
coalition of the firm and its young worker is also1

2Ev. Moreover, recall that on
the collusive path, the firm’s expected payoff from its period 1 worker under
an exclusive contract withwi = 0 is 1

2E[v− (1− p)wC(v)]. So, as long asλ is
large enough so that

λ
1
2
Ev>

1
2
E[pv+(1− p)(v−wC(v))], (7)

one obtains the same collusive path payoff as in our original model (i.e., the
firm’s payoff on the collusive path is12E[v− (1− p)wC(v)]). As discussed
above, this is because the worker’s liquidity constraint is binding when equa-
tion (7) holds. In contrast, ifλ is low enough so that equation (7) does not hold,
the firm’s payoff is simplyλ1

2Ev.
So, we can conclude the following: If the worker’s bargaining power is such

that equations (6) and (7) hold, then all our results continue to hold. More-
over, if λ is such that equation (6) holds but equation (7) is violated, then
the collusion payoff does not depend on exclusivity enforcement (p), whereas
the punishment payoff increases with stronger exclusivity enforcement. Thus,
in this case, the qualitative nature of our results also holds. Finally, in cases
where equation (6) is violated, the firms’ payoffs are higher under competi-
tion than under collusion (irrespective of whether equation (7) holds or not). In
such cases, the trade-off we study here becomes irrelevant because firms prefer
competition to collusion, and, as a consequence, collusion is not sustainable.

5.4 Implications for Product Market Interaction
The firms that compete in the labor market are likely to interact in the prod-
uct market as well. In such an environment, the enforcement of exclusivity
clause can also affect the firms’ product market interaction. In fact, a strong
enforcement of exclusive employment contracts also hinders the firms’ anti-
competitive behavior in the product market.

For example, suppose that the firms colluding in the labor market also col-
lude in the product market. To keep the analysis simple, assume that there is
no firm-specific matching gains (i.e.,μ= 0). Under competition in the product
market, the profit from a star worker of productivityv is v but the profit from
a regular worker is 0. In contrast, under collusion in the product market, let
the profit of a firm from a star worker of productivityv beπc(v) (> v) and
that from a regular worker beπc(0) (> 0). Finally, assume that in period 2
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of every generation, the firms set the labor market wages and product market
price simultaneously. In this setting, there are two relevant ways of deviation
for the colluding firms. First, the firm that initially hired the star may devi-
ate in the product market. Letπd(v) be the associated gains from deviation.
So, similar to equation (5), the no-deviation constraint for the firm boils down
to δ

1−δ
1
2E[π

c(v)− (1− p)wC(v)+πc(0)− pv]> supv[π
d(v)−πc(v)]. Second,

the firm that initially hires the regular worker deviates in both the labor and the
product market by poaching the star and charging the profit maximizing price
conditional on hiring the star worker (this set up is similar to the multi-market
contact environment studied by Bernheim and Whinston 1990). Letπd

∗(v) be
associated gains from deviation. In this case, the no-deviation constraint for the
firm is δ

1−δ
1
2E[π

c(v)− (1− p)wC(v) + πc(0)− pv] > supv[π
d
∗(v)−wC(v)−

πc(0)]. Because under collusionEwC(v) < Ev (else, there is no gains from
colluding), a higherp makes both of the above no-deviation constraints be-
come more binding. That is, a stronger enforcement makes collusion harder to
sustain—both in the labor market as well as in the product market.

6. Conclusion
In this article, we offer a stylized model of the labor market for highly talented
workers or “stars”. We highlight a scenario where employers groom talented
young workers under the threat of having their star employees subsequently
poached by the rival firms. In such an environment, firms may adopt one of
two channels of surplus extraction from their future star employees: Exclusive
employment contracts and collusion among employers that forbids poaching
each others’ workers. The key effect we highlight in this article emanates from
the interplay of these two channels of surplus extraction.

We argue that a stricter legal enforcement of exclusive employment con-
tracts may hinder collusive behavior among firms that compete to hire scarce
talent in the labor market. This effect has important implications for the op-
timal enforcement of exclusive contracts and for the distribution of surplus
between firms and workers. We find that it is socially optimal to enforce the
exclusive employment contracts up to the extent that is needed to render col-
lusion infeasible. Moreover, a stronger enforcement of such contracts can shift
the distribution of surplus in favor of the workers. These findings suggest that
neither of the extreme policies of zero enforcement and full enforcement is op-
timal and they also call into question the oft-cited views of the Court that the
enforcement of exclusivity contracts hurts the workers’ interest.

Appendix
This appendix contains the proofs omitted in the text.

Proof of Proposition1. We start by showing that givenp< 1 and parameters
μ, v, andv, there exists̃δ(p) such that a collusive equilibrium is sustainable if
and only ifδ> δ̃(p). We do this in the following three major steps.

Step 1.1.For δ ' 0, no wage schedule is sustainable. Whenδ ' 0, the left-
hand side of equation (4) is close to 0. Hence, a wage schedulewC(∙) satisfies
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equation (4) only if wC(v)' v+u,∀v∈ [v,v]. But for suchwC(v), the left-hand
side of equation (4) is negative, implying that equation (4) is violated.

Step 1.2. For δ ' 1, wage schedulewC(v) = 0,∀v ∈ [v,v], is sustainable.
First, observe that whenwC(v) = 0,∀v ∈ [v,v], equation (4) is equivalent to
[δ/(1−δ)](1− p)/2> (v+μ)/(Ev−μ). Next, observe thatEv> v>μ, which
implies that the right-hand side of the above inequality is finite. Finally, note
that limδ→1(δ/1−δ) = +∞.

Step 1.3. If wC(∙) is sustainable whenδ= δ0, then it is also sustainable when
δ= δ1, with δ1> δ0. This follows by direct observation of equation (4).

The fact that in the most profitable collusive equilibrium firms offer an ex-
clusive contract with zero wage is trivial. Simply note that firms gain nothing
by committing a positive wage in period 1. Similarly, firms do not lose any-
thing by offering an exclusive contract. Next, we show that in the most prof-
itable collusive equilibrium firms bid ˜wC(v) (as defined in the statement of the
proposition) for a free star. This is done by using a fixed point argument. Fix
the left-hand side of equation (4) and call itz. Givenz, wC(∙) is optimal if and
only if, for eachv ∈ [v,v], wC(v) is the lowest (nonnegative) value such that
z> v+μ−wC(v). That is,wC(v) = 0 if z> v+μ, andwC(v) = v+μ− z if
otherwise.

The remainder of the proof is established in the following steps.
Step 2.1. If [δ/(1−δ)](1− p)/2> (v+μ)/(Ev−μ), then optimal schedule

is wC(v) = 0,∀v ∈ [v,v]. As shown above, this wage schedule is sustainable
in this case. Clearly, if this wage schedule is sustainable, then it is the most
profitable. In the definition of̃wC(v) in statement of the proposition, this cor-
responds to the case wherev∗ = v.

Step 2.2. If (v+ μ)/(v− μ) 6 [δ/(1− δ)](1− p)/2 < (v+ μ)/(Ev− μ),
then the optimal wage schedule is given byw̃C(v) with v∗ ∈ (v,v). Givenz, let
v̂ denote the maximum type of star such that wage zero can be sustained. That
is, v̂ is such that

v̂+μ= z. (A1)

The optimal wage schedule must specifywC(v) = 0 if v6 v̂ and

v+μ−w(v) = z (A2)

if v> v̂. But given such schedule, the left-hand side of equation (4) is deter-
mined. Thus,wC(v) as defined above is indeed optimal if it induces a left-hand
side of equation (4) that is identical toz. That is, we need to show that there is
a fixed point. Define,

Z(v̂) =
1
2
δ

1−δ
(1− p)

[∫ v̂

v
(v−μ)dF(v)+(1−F(v̂))(v̂−μ)

]

.

Z(v̂) is the left-hand side of equation (4) given wage schedule with cutoff̂v.
The second term inside the square brackets is obtained by using equations (A1)
and (A2) to obtain wC(v) = v − v̂, and then noting thatv − μ −
wC(v) = v̂−μ. To find the fixed point, we use equation (A1) andZ(v̂) to define
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h(v̂) = v̂+ μ− Z(v̂) and look for a zero of this function. Note thath(v) =
v+μ− 1

2
δ

1−δ (1− p)(v−μ)6 0 andh(v) = v+μ− 1
2
δ

1−δ (1− p)(Ev−μ)> 0,
where the inequalities follow from the fact that in this step, we focus on the
case where(v+μ)/(v−μ)6 [δ/(1−δ)](1− p)/2< (v+μ)/(Ev−μ). Con-
tinuity of h immediately implies thath has a zero in[v,v). v∗ in the definition
of w̃C(v) is the largest zero ofh in [v,v). Note thatv∗ > v even ifh(v) = 0. This
is becauseh′(v) = 1− δ/(1− δ)(1− p)/2 < 0, where the inequality follows
from the fact that 1< (v+μ)/(v−μ)6 [δ/(1−δ)](1− p)/2.

Step 2.3. If 1 < [δ/(1− δ)](1− p)/2< (v+μ)/(v−μ), the optimal wage
schedule if it exists is given bỹwC(v) with v∗ ∈ (v,v). The analysis developed
in the previous step applies here. In this case,h(v)> 0 and as beforeh′(v)< 0.
Although a zero ofh is not guaranteed,h′(v)< 0 implies that if it exists, then
it is larger thanv.

Step 2.4. If [δ/(1−δ)](1− p)/2< 1, no collusion is sustainable.
In this case,h is an increasing function. Becauseh(v)> 0, h has no zero. So

if there is a sustainable collusion wage, it must satisfyv+μ−wC(v) = z for
all v. This implies thatwC(v) = v+μ−z. But given this wage, we can get the
right-hand side of equation (4). Define

Z̃(z) =
1
2
δ

1−δ
(1− p)E(z−2μ) =

1
2
δ

1−δ
(1− p)(z−2μ).

Again, a fixed point must exist. So we need to findzsuch that̃Z(z)= z. Because
[δ/(1−δ)](1− p)/2< 1, it is clear that such az> 0 does not exist, meaning
that collusion is not sustainable.

In all the cases, considered in each of the above steps, when collusion is
sustainable, the form of the most profitable collusive wage is as specified in
the proposition. �

Proof of Proposition2. We can write equation (4) as

ρE[v−μ−wC(v)]> sup
v
[v+μ−wC(v)], (A3)

whereρ= [δ/(1−δ)](1− p)/2. We next prove that there existsρ̃> 0 such that
collusion is feasible if and only ifρ> ρ̃. This result follows immediately from
the following three facts. First, no wage schedulewC(∙) can satisfy equation
(A3) if ρ ' 0. This follows from Step 2.4 of the Proof of Proposition 1 or by
applying a reasoning analogous to that in Step 1.1 in that proof. Second, for
ρ> (v+μ)/(Ev−μ), wage schedulewC(v) = 0,∀v∈ [v,v], satisfies equation
(A3). This follows from Step 1.2 in the Proof of Proposition 1. Third, if a
wage schedulewC(∙) satisfies equation (A3) whenρ= ρ0, then it also satisfies
equation (A3) whenρ= ρ1, with ρ1> ρ0. This follows from direct inspection
of equation (A3).

Having established the existence ofρ̃, it is clear that collusion is sustainable
if and only if [δ/(1− δ)](1− p)/2 > ρ̃, or equivalently,δ > 2ρ̃/(2ρ̃+ 1−
p) and p < 1. From this, it follows immediately that (a) collusion is never
sustainable ifδ< limp→0[2ρ̃/(2ρ̃+1− p)] = 2ρ̃/(2ρ̃+1), which isδ̃(0) and
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(b) whenδ > 2ρ̃/(2ρ̃+ 1), the minimal delta that sustains collusionδ̃(p) is
increasing inp. �

Proof of Proposition3. In each period, total surplusS corresponds to the
production by the star worker. A star of typev producesv if he stays with the
initial employer and produces an extraμ if he joins a better matched employer.
When firms collude, a star always stays with the initial employer. SoS= Ev.
When collusion is not sustainable, the star switches to a better matched em-
ployer if there is one and exclusivity is not enforced. This event occurs with
probability(1− p)α. So, when firms do not collude,S=Ev+(1− p)αμ. Now,
note that forδ< δ̃(0), collusion is never sustainable. Forδ> δ̃(0), collusion is
sustainable if and only ifδ> δ̃(p). Becausẽδ(p) is increasing inp, this implies
that whenδ> δ̃(0), there exists̃p such that collusion is sustainable if and only
if p6 p̃. Finally, becausẽδ(p) is increasing inp, the cutoffp̃ increases withδ.
Moreover, because (a) everything else constant the left-hand side of equation
(4) decreases withμ and the right-hand side of equation (4) increases withμ
and (b) by definition of̃p, when p= p̃, for any wage schedulewC(∙), either
equation (4) is violated or holds with equality, theñp necessarily decreases
with μ. �

Proof of Proposition4. Suppose thatδ > δ̃(0), so that a collusive equilib-
rium exists for some values ofp. Let P ⊆ [0,1] denote the set of values ofp
for which a collusive equilibrium exists andp0, p1 ∈ P such thatp1> p0.

As a preliminary result, we start by showing that

δ

1−δ
1
2
(1− p0)E[v−μ−wC(v; p0)]>

δ

1−δ
1
2
(1− p1)E[v−μ−wC(v; p1)].

(A4)

By optimality of wC(v; p0), wC(v; p0) maximizesE[v−μ−wC(v)] among
all the wage scheduleswC(∙) that satisfy equation (4) whenp= p0. Similarly,
wC(v; p1) maximizesE[v−μ−wC(v)] among all the wage scheduleswC(∙)
that satisfy equation (4) when p= p1. This, together with the fact that if a
wage schedule satisfies equation (4) whenp= p1, then it necessarily satisfies
equation (4) when p= p0, immediately implies thatE[v−μ−wC(v; p0)] >
E[v−μ−wC(v; p1)]. The inequality in equation (A4) follows trivially from
this and the fact thatp1> p0.

We next show thatwC(v; p) is increasing inp. That is, we show thatwC

(v; p1) 6 wC(v; p0),∀v∈ [v,v]. Take an arbitraryv0 ∈ [v,v]. Suppose first that
wC(v0; p0) = 0. The result is trivial in this case:wC(v0; p1) > wC(v0; p0) = 0
simply because wages must be nonnegative. Suppose now thatwC(v0; p0)> 0.
BecausewC(v; p0) is the most profitable collusive equilibrium andwC(v0; p0)>
0, the no cheating conditioñΠC−Π̃> [v+μ−wC(v; p0)]must bind forv= v0.
That is,

δ

1−δ
1
2
(1− p0)E[v−μ−wC(v; p0)] = v0+μ−wC(v0; p0). (A5)
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BecausewC(v; p1) is sustainable by definition,̃ΠC−Π̃> [v0+μ−wC(v0; p1)].
Using this no-cheating condition together with equations (A4) and (A5), we
can writev0+μ−wC(v0; p0)=

δ
1−δ

1
2(1−p0)E[v−μ−wC(v; p0)]>

δ
1−δ

1
2(1−

p1)E[v−μ−wC(v; p1)]> v0+μ−wC(v0; p1),which implies thatwC(v0; p0)<
wC(v0; p1). This completes the proof thatwC(v; p) is increasing inp.

We next show thatv∗(p) is decreasing inp. We do so by showing that
v∗(p1)6 v∗(p0). If v∗(p0) = v, the result is trivial. So, suppose thatv∗(p0)< v.
By construction,v∗(p0) is the lowest value ofv for which a collusive wage of
zero is sustainable whenp= p0. Becausev∗(p0)< v, this implies that

δ

1−δ
1
2
(1− p0)E[v−μ−wC(v; p0)] = v∗(p0)+μ. (A6)

Using equations (A6), (A4), and the fact that whenp= p1 the no-cheating
conditionΠ̃C− Π̃> [v∗(p1)+μ]must be satisfied, we can writev∗(p0)+μ=
δ

1−δ
1
2(1− p0)×E[v−μ−wC(v; p0)] >

δ
1−δ

1
2(1− p1)E[v−μ−wC(v; p1)] >

v∗(p1)+μ, which implies thatv∗(p0)> v∗(p1). �

Proof of Proposition5. Suppose thatδ > δ̃(0), so that a collusive equi-
librium exists for some values ofp. Let P ⊆ [0,1] denote the set of values of
p for which a collusive equilibrium exists andp0, p1 ∈ P such that
p1> p0.

We start by analyzing how workers’ (stars) expected payoffs change with an
increase ofp from p0 to p1. Suppose first thatv∗(p0) = v. Clearly, in this case,
all workers’ expected payoffs (weakly) increase, aswC(v; p0) = 0, ∀v∈ [v,v],
and wages must be nonnegative. Suppose now thatv∗(p0) < v. Workers of
productivity v ∈ [v,v∗(p1)] remain the same, aswC(v; p0) = wC(v; p1) = 0,
∀v∈ [v,v∗(p1)]. Workers of productivityv∈ (v∗(p1),v∗(p0)] are strictly better
off, aswC(v; p0) = 0 andwC(v; p1) = v− v∗(p1) > 0, ∀v ∈ (v∗(p1),v∗(p0)].
Consider now the case of workers of productivityv∈ (v∗(p0),v]. The change
in the payoff of such a worker with productivityv, whenp increases fromp0

to p1, is (1− p1)wC(v; p1)− (1− p0)wC(v; p0) and can be written as

(1− p1)[v
∗(p0)−v∗(p1)]− (p1− p0)[v−v∗(p0)]. (A7)

Clearly, forv' v∗(p0) (andv> v∗(p0)), equation (A7) is positivebecausev∗

(p0)− v∗(p1) > 0 andp1 < 1 (recall that forp1 = 1 a collusive equilibrium
does not exist). If equation (A7) is also positive forv= v, then all workers are
better off. If equation (A7) is negative forv= v, then by continuity of equation
(A7) in v, there exists̃v ∈ (v∗(p0),v) such that the payoffs of workers with
productivity v∈ (v∗(p0), ṽ) increase whenp increases fromp0 to p1 and the
payoffs of workers with productivityv∈ (ṽ,v) decrease whenp increases from
p0 to p1.

Finally, to observe that there are cases in which firms’ expected payoffs fall
when the enforcement level increases, supposep0 is such thatv∗(p0) is smaller
thanv but sufficiently close to it so that̃v= v. If p increases top1, workers with
ability v> v∗(p0) are better off, whereas workers with abilityv< v∗(p0) are
either better off or remain the same. Thus, because some types of workers are
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better off and no type of worker is worse off, firms’ expected payoffs must
decrease. �
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